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Ableton simpler manual

MenuLive is the result of musicians who want a better way to create, produce and perform music using a computer. A great effort has been made to make Live easy and fun to use, but at the same time able to help you create music with unlimited depth and sophistication. This effort
continues even when you read these lines... in fact, a new improved live version may already be available for download! Please check our website now* or choose the Check for Updates command from the Help menu. We hope you enjoy using Live and that it improves your creative
process. Your Ableton.1.2 What's new in Live 10?1.2.1 Device Additions and ImprovementsWavetable (see 24.10) is a new dual-wave synthesizer that's easy to program and deeply powerful. Echo (see 22.13) is a new and highly flexible delay effect with many modulation possibilities. It is
capable of a wide range of sounds, from classic analog-style delays to modern and digital approaches. Drum Buss (see 22.10) is a new effect that brings character, body and analog-style glue to drum tracks. Drum Buss combines a range of drum processing tools commonly used in a single
device: Pedal (see 22.28) is a new effect, inspired by three classic guitar distortion pedals. Pedal is capable of a number of distortion sounds, from hot overdrive to aggressive distortion to heavy and broken fuzz tones. The utility gain control (see 22.36) can now be adjusted from -infinity dB
to +35 dB. The left/right phase buttons now reverse the signal at the Input of the Utility and not on the output. A Mono Bass section allows you to convert frequencies below an adjustable point to mono, with an adjustable crossover control. EQ Eight (see 22.14) can now increase or reduce
frequencies to 10 Hz.1.2.2 Capture MIDICapture MIDI (see 16.10) introduces a new way to (not) think about MIDI recording. Live is now always listening to MIDI input on tracks that are armed or monitored per input. Press the Capture MIDI button after playing to create a clip containing your
music. Live will automatically try to find the time and set appropriate loop limits. With Capture MIDI, you never have to worry about losing your experiments and improvisations because you forgot to start recording. You can always capture what you just touched, after playing it.1.2.3 Multi-clip
editingUp the eight MIDI clips can be viewed simultaneously in the details view. Within the display of multiple clips (see 10.5), clicking the notes of a clip or your loop bar selects this clip for editing. If multiple clips of different lengths are selected, the editor shows how many loopiterations are
required for the clips to realign.1.2.4 Nested Group Tracks (see 15.3) can now be or moved within other Group Ranges. There is no limit to the number of nested group tracks.1.2.5 Arrangements Editing Ctrl (PC) /CMD(Mac) Improvements while scrolling will approach the mouse pointer
position. Holding ALT while while will enlarge the amplitude or tone of the selected tracks. All arrangement clips within a time selection can be moved using the left and right arrow keys. Hold ALT(PC) / CMD(Mac) while scrolling to temporarily switch the grid in or out. CTRL-Shift (PC) / ALT-
Shift(Mac)-dragging inside an Arrangement clip will slide the material inside the clip without moving the clip itself. Hold ALT(PC) / CMD(Mac) while dragging to temporarily switch the grid on or off. Holding shift while dragging the edge of a distorted audio clip in the Arrangement will stretch
the audio. Arrangement clips can be moved by dragging the top half of the clip. Dragging in the bottom half will select the time. You can now turn a selected time interval on, off, or reverse. If the time selection includes only a portion of a clip or multiple clips, Live splits the clips as needed
and performs the action on the split clips. Live now plays MIDI notes in the Agreement even if playback starts in a position after the notes start. This behavior can be switched or connected via the Chase MIDI Notes command in the Options menu. Double-clicking a MIDI track in arrangement
will create a new clip. The clip will be the length of the arrangement grid resolution. When editing in the arrangement or detail view, Follow is now paused instead of disabled. The follow will resume when scrubbing or restarting playback. CTRL-L(PC) / CMD-L(Mac) will now switch the
arrangement loop on or off. Audio or MIDI files can be imported through an Import... command in the Create menu. The file will be inserted into the Insert Marker position in the arrangement view or in the section slot selected in the session view. The Lock Envelopes switch (see 19.5.6) can
be MIDI or key mapped.1.2.6 Automation improvementsSomesclírios are always available directly in the clip if the track is high enough. In Arrangement, all automation tracks are shown or hidden via the Automation Mode button or the A key. You can split or consolidate clips into a time
selection within an automation track. The fading edge handles introduced in the arrangement view, which allow users to change the duration of a fade (through the Fade In Start Handle) and disappear (through the fade out end handle) without affecting the fade peaks. However, a faded
border cannot go beyond the fading peak. To do this, the start/end clip must be used to increase the size of the clip. Breakpoints now fit the grid (or existing breakpoints) when moved horizontally. Breakpoint values can now be adjusted vertically without moving breakpoints in time.
Automation segments can be moved horizontally. You can now create an automation breakpoint by double-clicking anywhere in an envelope editor/automation track. In Arrangement, this means that MIDI clips can only be created by double-clicking on the content track. Automation values
are now hovering over or dragging breakpoints or automation segments. The Shift modifier is no longer required to move automation segments beyond existing breakpoints. In Arrangement View, Detailed View, Simpler view, and Sampler, holding CTRL(PC) / CMD(Mac) during scrolling will
zoom to the position of the mouse pointer. The details view is now zoomed in to show the time selected in an Arrangement clip. Pressing Z will zoom in on the time selection in the Detailed Arrangement and Views. Press X to zoom out. On US keyboards, you can now zoom in by pressing +
without holding shift.Audio effects can now be dragged to the Scene Launch area of the Master track. Dragging clips from an existing track to the clip/device drop area creates a new track with those clips, as well as the devices of the original track. Dragging frozen clips and tails to the
clip/device drop area in the arrangement view creates a new frozen track (which also contains the devices of the original track). Holding shift while scrolling will scroll horizontally on mac and windows (this previously only worked on Macs).1.2.8 Mixing improvementsA number of minor
improvements facilitates mixing:A right-click (PC) / CTRL-click(Mac) control can change the pan control of each track to a Split Stereo Pan control. In Split Stereo mode, you can adjust the stereo position of the left and right channels independently. Double-clicking a button or slider will reset
it to its default value. Individual drum rack pads can now be routed to one of drum rack's internal return chains.1.2.9 Browser enhancementsThe new collections section (see Collections) of the browser allows you to mark browser items with up to seven colors. Each color can also be given a
custom name. Searching or navigating within a Collection will show only items with that tag applied. Packages or packages uninstalled with available updates can be installed directly in the browser. Group tracks (including nested group tracks) now appear when unfolding Sets in the
browser and can be dragged into the current set.1.2.10 Configuration enhancementsYou can now provide custom names for input and output channels via the Input/Output Config buttons in Audio Preferences. These names appear in all incoming/outgoing picks. You can now choose from
different metronome sounds through the Metronome's design and context menus. Metronome can be set to click on multiple note divisions through its pull-down menus and context. The default Auto setting follows the denominator of the time signature. Note divisions that do not fit a current
time subscription bar will be disabled. When on only while recording activated in metronome's design and context menus, metronome will only be audible during recording. The Enable setting only while the recording is not saved and should be turned on every time Live starts. The



COMPUTER MIDI keyboard is turned off by default and can be switched on and off with the M key. Context menu items now react when the mouse mouse released instead of after the initial mouse click. This makes it possible to drag away from a selection to cancel the activation of an item
by keeping the context menu open. When hovering over items in the disabled context menu, they are no longer highlighted.1.2.11 Improvements to the Sa interface with the appearance of clips. Sample points activated in waveforms. When zooming, it's easier to see where the samples are
in Beat Time Ruler.AS MIDI notes are now drawn in clip color in Note Editor.Added an assignment track item to the Clips menu to the context menu of track headers. The command applies the track color only to clips in the currently active view (Session or Arrangement). I've incorporated a
new font across the interface. Live dials and sliders now look sharp at any zoom level. Introduced a set of five new Themes (see 2.2) in place of previously available Live Skins. The clip/device fall area is now always displayed in Session View to allow drag. Added tablet pen mode for live
appearance/feel preferences. Tablet Pen Mode allows graphics tablets and touch screens to control Live. This replaces the AbsoluteMouseMode entry of the .txt options. Live now supports HiDPI monitors in Windows 10.1.2.12 Improvements in file handlingThe undo history is no longer
clean when saving a Live Set.The export audio/video dialog now shows toggles for PCM Encoding and Icode MP3. When encode PCM is turned on, a lossless audio file is created. WAV, AIFF and FLAC formats are available for PCM export. When encode MP3 is turned on, a CBR 320
kbps MP3 file is created. You can export PCM and MP3 simultaneously. If neither of the switches is enabled, the Export button is disabled. Saving a set creates a Backup folder within the Project. This folder contains the 10 most recently saved audio versions of the Set.Recorded audio files
now include a timebulletin in the file name. Live sets now load samples faster, which can reduce the set's load time. Large Live Sets can now be closed 5-10 times faster. Numerous changes to Windows 10:Live now supports the Saltos.Ao use Live 9 and 10 in parallel, they do not ask for
administrative rights anymore if you start them interchangeably. Live 9 and 10 owners can choose which version of Live to open a Live Set with, using the right-click (PC) / CTRL-click(Mac) command on that Set and selecting Open With. You can now associate .als files with a specific live
version via Control Panel - Apps - Default Apps. Max for Live is now bundled with the Live installation and loads whenever Live starts. Max for Live devices now support multiple audio inputs and outputs, and routing is available through Live API.1.2.14 Push Device Visualizations Display
and sidechain controls are now available in push 2.EQ Eight filters and spectrum are now visible on the Push 2 display. Operator envelopes are now displayed graphically on the push display 2.1.2.15 Push Note LayoutsMoelodic Sequencer + 32 Notes is a new note-in layout 1 (see 28.7)
and Push 2 (see 29.7) which uses the bottom 32 pads for notes and the top 32 as a step sequencer. Pressing notes selects them for sequencing. This mode allows real-time playback and sequencing of steps at the same time. Holding Note (Push 1) or Layout (Push 2) temporarily shows
loop length controls in the fifth row of pads. When using the Loop Selector layout in Drum Racks and the simplest Slicing Mode, holding Note (Push 1) or Layout (Push 2) momentarily switches the 16-Speed layout. When using the 64-pad layout, holding the Note (Push 1) or Layout (Push 2)
momentarily shows the loop length controls on the top row of the pads. Holding shift while pressing Note (Push 1) or holding Shift while pressing layout (Push 2) now locks the alternate layout. Pressing Note (Push 1) or Layout (Push 2) returns back to the original layout. Layouts are now
remembered by track. Holding duplicate and tapping a loop-length block copies the contents of that page and allows you to paste it to another page by tapping the corresponding loop length block. Holding delete and touch a loop-length pad deletes the contents of this page.1.2.16 Midi Push
clip modeWhen using MIDI tracks in Clip Mode (see 29.14), the Push 2 screen shows the notes within the selected MIDI clip. MIDI clips can be cut from Push 2.1.2.17 Additional improvements Push ImprovementsControl Surfaces, including Push 1 and 2, are now available when Live runs
as a ReWire device. The status of the Repeat button is now remembered for each track. Added split stereo pan mode to push 1 and 2. When split stereo pan mode is active while in Global Mix Mode, the current pot value is displayed, but the pan display is inactive. In Track Mix mode, the
pan dial or stereo pan sliders are shown, depending on the active pan mode. You can now convert audio to MIDI from Push 2 via the Converter button. The Collections folder for color labels is now a root-level entry in the Push 2 browser. Nested chains can now be displayed, folded, and
unfolded in Push 2.On Push 2, holding the selection button of a track that frames the track. Version 101. Welcome to Live 2. First Steps3. Authorizing Live4. Live concepts5. Managing files and sets6. Arrangement View7. Session view8. Clip View9. Audio clips, Time and Warping10. Editing
MIDI Notes and Velocities11. Audio conversion to MIDI12. Using Grooves13. Releasing Clips14. Routing and I/O15. Mixing16. Recording new clips17. Working with Instruments and Effects18. Instrument racks, drum and effect19. Automation and Edition Envelopes20. Clip Envelopes21.
Working with Video22. Live audio effect reference23. Reference of Live MIDI24. Live instrument reference25. Max to Live26. Max for Live Devices27. MIDI and Key Remote Control28. Using push29. Using push 230. Link, Sync and ReWire31. Audio features and computer strategies32.
Audio Fact Sheet33. MIDI34 fact sheet. Live keyboard shortcutsCreditsDownload Live 10 manual manual
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